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CONTINUOUS
IMPROVEMENT
In an ideal world companies continuously invest in the
maintenance and updating of their business critical
assets – machine tools, trucks, people, IT systems, etc.
It might come as a surprise that many large companies,
particularly in the UK and USA, including Banks and
Building Societies, rely on computer systems the core
of which can be over thirty years old.
The problem is not just that parts of their computer
systems are relatively old. They also have layers of
add-ons and have often changed system providers
– frequently going offshore to save money and in
the process lost the necessary skills to support their
systems. Put simply, in order to save money they have
put a critical part of their business at risk.
Companies, and their customers, learn the hard way
that shipping system development and maintenance
operations offshore can apparently reduce costs but in
the end it can actually put their profit, reputation and the
whole business at risk!
The importance of investing wisely can never be
underestimated. Anisa Group strives to make available
systems using the latest technology – once it is fully
tested and proven. At the same time ensuring there
is trained support for every system sold – there is no
‘product sunset’ or product run-out policy. If you buy
it from us - then we will support it.
Moving systems to the latest release of the product
is sensible – it is often easier and cheaper to make
progress by taking frequent ‘small-steps’ to upgrade
business systems rather than making occasional ‘giant
leaps’.
One learning point that emerges from the recent banking
system fiascos – is the importance of carrying out a
‘risk analysis’ of any planned project go-live. Even

more valuable is a ‘consequences analysis’ which, in
my opinion, should be mandatory. Management tends
to focus on short-term risk and likelihood of things
going wrong - which is understandable - but it is even
more important to assess the long-term consequences
to business when something does go wrong.
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One of our customers estimates it spends at least as
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back-up plan as it spends on the project implementation
plan. In fact it uses early warning triggers to check
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implemented. This is mandatory for every business
initiative it implements. Perhaps this sounds excessive
but it has helped make them one of the largest and
most successful retailers in the country.
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money.
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Potter Group Logistics selects
CALIDUS WMS for efficiency and
service improvements
Potter Group Logistics was established by founder and executive
chairman Derrick Potter in 1965. Today the business employs more
than 200 staff providing high quality, UK freight, warehousing,
distribution and logistics services to clients in almost every type
of business from five national distribution centres (DC).

To meet the evolving needs of its customers the company and its
board resolved to upgrade its warehouse management system
(WMS) in order to provide easier communications, stock and
order visibility.

The company provides road transportation and operates its
own dedicated rail terminal connected DCs in Selby (Yorkshire),
Knowsley (Merseyside) and Ely (Cambridgeshire).

OUT WITH THE OLD, IN WITH THE NEW WMS
Potter Group Logistics has selected CALIDUS warehouse
management system (WMS) from OBS Logistics to help manage
its five national DCs. The WMS will be used at the Group DCs in
Ripon, Selby, Droitwich, Knowsley and Ely.
The system will provide important benefits including over-theweb interfacing with customers and easy to set up EDI links for
paperless and automatic ordering. The Group is also evaluating
the use of the system’s wireless barcode scanning feature with
Motorola handheld scanners.
The new system is a major investment in enterprise-level
technology that will help Potter Group Logistics enhance its
customer service offerings.

It has a total of 1.6 million sq feet of warehousing and 250
acres of external bulk storage across its five DCs. Each DC is
fully equipped to handle most packaged or bulk configurations,
including palletised and block-stacked goods, parcels, boxes and
cartons, drums, paper reels, ISO containers and bulk materials.
Potter Group Logistics’ Droitwich, Knowsley and Ripon DCs
specialise in chemical and hazardous product storage and
distribution, with fully equipped warehouse facilities, including
sprinklers and specially modified handling equipment. These
locations operate to top tier COMAH standards. The Selby facility
includes extensive food warehousing and, along with the DCs in
Ely and Ripon, it handles bulk products to TASCC standards.

STOCK AND ORDER VISIBILITY FOR CUSTOMERS
The company focuses on consistently meeting client and
market requirements. This approach has resulted in successful
and mutually beneficial long-term partnerships with leading
companies, including Elanco, Johnson Matthey, Capella, Glencore
and CEMEX.
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“CALIDUS WMS offers the features and
functionalities we need,” says Ken Watson,
Finance Director and Head of IT for Potter
Group Logistics. He continues, “The barcode
scanning option, for example, is an out-of-thebox standard feature that is integrated with the
WMS and we are giving it careful consideration.
It is this fully featured integration that stands
out the most.
OBS Logistics has more than 60 live installations of CALIDUS WMS
worldwide and this gave us confidence that the system will deliver.
We have high expectations for our IT investment and are looking
forward to building a close partnership with OBS Logistics.”

INTEGRATED CONTAINER MANAGEMENT
OBS Logistics will also supply a fully integrated container
management solution that interfaces with CALIDUS WMS. This
part of the overall warehousing solution enables automated
management of rail containers and utilises in-vehicle terminals
fitted in the forklift trucks for moving the containers to and from
the trains. The system not only directs the forklift drivers, it also
captures the location and movements of the containers, giving full
visibility of the freight at all times.

EXTENDING YOUR SUPPLY CHAIN WITH THE RIGHT CONNECTIONS

CALIDUS WMS TO AUTOMATE AND BOOST
EFFICIENCY
OBS Logistics, working with Potter Group Logistics’ IT team, will
supply and install the WMS for 48 users across the five sites.
The software will be installed on the company’s own dedicated
servers, with OBS Logistics providing remote support as and
when required. Initially, the company is evaluating barcode
scanning for stock management for its Droitwich and Selby DCs.

BENEFITS AT A GLANCE

−− WMS integration with Potter Group
Logistics customers’ own systems
−− Customers can interrogate the system to
see status of stock and delivery progress
−− Easier and quicker to establish EDI
(electronic data interchange) links
between Potter Group Logistics and its
customers
−− Paperless barcode warehouse stock
management and order picking using
Motorola handheld RF terminals
−− Automated management of rail
containers

Watson concludes, “Over the years our system has proved its
worth, but with the rate of change we see in the market today, it
is clear we will benefit from having the support of a much larger
company handling our WMS requirements.
This will allow us to keep up with evolving demands and the pace
of change in IT, which in turn will enable us to deliver projects in a
timelier manner. In future we are expecting to see financial benefits
from using barcode scanning, as it will reduce the administrative
burden and costs.”

−− Greater flexibility to meet customers’
changing requirements with the
understanding that the technology will
support future changes to the service
−− Long-term support from OBS Logistics
with the understanding that CALIDUS
WMS is developed continually to meet
the different and evolving challenges of
the logistics industry.

www.anisagroup.com
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Improve delivery and service with
CALIDUS ePOD and eServ.
Electronic proof-of-delivery is one of the major and most popular
advances in mobile enterprise applications for delivery and
service operations. It provides an excellent return on investment
in a very short timeframe and can benefit any size of delivery or
service fleet by boosting efficiency, improving customer service
and reducing costs.
Many of our customers are taking advantage of our CALIDUS
ePOD (developed by OBS Logistics and available from all Anisa
Group companies) to remove the heavy burden of administration
that accompanies manual proof-of-delivery or proof-of-service.
In fact, proof-of-service is becoming such a popular application
that we released CALIDUS eServ as a specialist solution.

DITCH THE PAPERWORK
Replacing paperwork with PDAs (Personal Digital Assistant)
enables your drivers or service engineers to receive their jobs
and register completed work in real-time – and they work more
efficiently because they aren’t carrying the usual additional
paraphernalia of clipboards, documents and pens around with
them. Nor do they need to call into the office for job updates.
Jobs go direct to their hand-held devices and when they have
completed their deliveries, collection or servicing, they simply log
the details onto the PDA to update the back office system.
Not only is this more efficient, it also means you can bill your
customers sooner – sometimes on the same day of the delivery
or completion of the service. The added advantage of this is the
instant update of the audit trail for each job, instead of having to
delve through paperwork or wait for it to be entered onto your
system to find out whether a job has been done and who did it
and when.

CALIDUS ePOD/eServ also provides greater
control over your mobile workforce. It not
only improves productivity because job
information is sent direct to the PDA, it
also provides a live link to your drivers and
engineers allowing you to see instantly
where they are and whether they are on
schedule. If anything is amiss, you can
address it instantly and take action.
Part of the CALIDUS suite of logistics software modules used
by over 15,000 users worldwide, ePOD and eServ integrate
fully and easily with our own warehouse management, transport
management, supply chain tracking and web ordering software
products. The systems will also interface with back office
software from other suppliers.

ANDROID AND IOS COMPATIBLE
Both ePOD and eServ are available for traditional Microsoft
Windows-based hand-held devices. However, with the growth of
interest in Android and iOS creating waves in the industrial market,
particularly in countries like Brazil, India, Russia and China, we
have been encouraged to release full versions for these newer
platforms.
Both of these innovative operating systems are user-friendly and
there is a wide range of lower-cost hand-held devices to choose
from to suit any need. Taking into consideration the lower-cost of
the mobile devices, the new apps reduce the cost of deploying
ePOD and eServ in typical applications by 30 per cent or more.
In addition, there is further opportunity to integrate and enhance
the functionality of the devices with apps that complement ePOD
and eServ. The Android and iOS versions provide exactly the
same level of functionality and features, so you get the powerful
real-time delivery, collection and service tracking with signature,
barcode, and photo capture functionality on smartphones, tablet
PCs and iPads too. These apps are free to download from the
Google Play Store or Apple iTunes.
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CALIDUS ePOD and CALIDUS eServ offer
a flexible solution to support field based
operations across a range of industries, for
improved customer service and increased
efficiency.

PENTLAND WHOLESALE AND ACME
REFRIGERATION
Pentland Wholesale and Acme Refrigeration have selected
Microsoft Dynamics® NAV with integrated electronic proof
of delivery and proof of service functionality from In2grate
Business Solutions. The system will reduce administration and
duplication, improve efficiency and enhance customer service.
“...The functionality that In2grate Business Solutions provides
for electronic proof of delivery and proof of service means
we have a full audit trail and we can trigger billing from the
point of delivery rather than having to wait until the drivers and
engineers return to base,” says Chris Allen, Financial Director
of both Pentland Wholesale and Acme Refrigeration.

SM UK
Auto electrical installation company, SM UK, is using CALIDUS
ePOD to reduce administration, speed up invoicing by cutting
paperwork and improve cashflow by reducing the average 40day turnaround in payments to 30 days.
“We need to streamline the back office processes as we are
groaning under the weight of the paperwork...The new ePOD
system will reduce the time between invoicing and payment
collection as we’ll be able to invoice as soon as a job is
completed and signed off by the customer, which will improve
cash collection and cashflow considerably,” says Steve
MacDonald, Managing Director, SM UK.

The system recognises Acme Refrigeration’s 45 service
engineers vans as mobile spares warehouses and the it will
identify stock levels on each vehicle. Customer service agents
will use the system to gain instant access to customer records
showing what they have bought and when, service histories
and future service calls.

As each job is completed, customers sign a signature capture
screen on the PDA to record that the work has been done
and is satisfactory. The proof-of-delivery is transmitted live
using a mobile phone network to the SM UK head office in
Leeds and an invoice is sent immediately to the customer.

EULOS.EU

WHITELINE

International automotive logistics company EuLoS.eu will use
CALIDUS ePOD to automate its current paper-based, manual
pre and post delivery inspection recording and provide real-time
traceability. The system will provide a fully computerised audit
trail for each vehicle from point of collection to final delivery
with the customer.

Bespoke window and door manufacturer Whiteline has selected
CALIDUS ePOD to improve delivery quality. The system will
ensure that customers will receive complete orders and prevent
goods from being unloaded incorrectly. This will improve
customer service and reduce operational costs.

“...OBS Logistics showed great interest in what we do and
was very enthusiastic in helping to configure CALIDUS
ePOD to meet our needs. It is a very robust system and the
company provides very good support,” says Chris Martins,
EuLoS.eu Managing Director.
Vehicle defects will be photographed and shortages noted using
the PDA and stored with the electronic inspection and delivery
forms by the system. All paperwork that the customer requires
is also tagged and traceable against the electronic records. The
system will provide a robust, comprehensive and auditable file
for each car, making it easier to contest insurance claims for
vehicle defects.

“OBS Logistics offered a very competitively priced solution
that is both flexible and scalable. Essentially, it will provide the
accuracy we need to boost the quality of our deliveries and
customer service.
We will have a real-time view of the deliveries, showing
what has been delivered to each customer and allowing us
to address any inaccuracies immediately; this will have a
significant impact on our quality of service,” says Ken Gray,
Head of IT at Whiteline.
“On occasions we also need to collect payment before
deliveries are off loaded, however the current system can be 48
hours old and as such disputes can arise. The new system will
be in real time and therefore be accurate and up to date...”

www.anisagroup.com
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CALIDUS Warehouse Management Software (WMS) from OBS
Logistics has been selected by Huddersfield based Hanson
Logistics, which has extensive warehousing and transportation
operations throughout the north of England.

Hanson Logistics
Selects CALIDUS
for Warehouse
Management
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Operations include a top tier COMAH warehouse for handling and
storing hazardous goods, together with a re-packing, blending
and sampling facility. Additionally their freight forwarding activity
provides a comprehensive international import/export service.
“We chose CALIDUS WMS from OBS Logistics after exhaustive
market research as it ticked all the right boxes for our complex
supply chain operation,” says Paul Pheasey, Managing Director of
Hanson Logistics. Paul added “It was clear from the language that
OBS Logistics used that they really understood the requirements of
a leading warehouse and distribution company. Choosing the right
WMS was vital and we felt that CALIDUS WMS offered new leading
edge software with the opportunity to enhance our customer
relationships”

EXTENDING YOUR SUPPLY CHAIN WITH THE RIGHT CONNECTIONS

Hanson Logistics has purchased CALIDUS WMS, RF Equipment
and a full implementation package of Project Management,
Training and Operational Consultancy.
Dave Renshaw, CEO of OBS Logistics said “The strength and
breadth of the solutions provided by OBS Logistics, including
Warehouse and Transport Management Systems, means that we
are ideally placed to support Hanson Logistics both now and well
into the future.”

ABOUT HANSON LOGISTICS
Owned by Robert and Brook Hanson, the sons of the legendary
business entrepreneur Lord Hanson, Hanson Logistics can trace
its roots back to 1848 with the transportation of wool from
Huddersfield to the cottage weavers in the Pennines.
Headquartered in Huddersfield, Hanson Logistics has extensive
warehousing and transportation operations throughout the north
of England.

BENEFITS AT A GLANCE

−− Integrated warehouse system for
complex supply chain
−− Enhanced customer relationships
−− Integrated RF push system maximises
workforce productivity
−− Optimise warehouse space
−− Hazardous and non hazardous goods
managed in the same warehouse
−− Automated product sample picking and
distribution with full batch traceability

www.anisagroup.com
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SELLING SOLUTIONS IN ASIA

- MERGING FLEXIBLITY, CREDITABILITY & INNOVATION

“The dramatic modernisation of the Asian economies ranks alongside the Renaissance and the Industrial
Revolution as one of the most important developments in economic history” Larry Summers. US Economist.
Dramatic maybe, but Asia does present an exciting and challenging
business environment for all, including of course supply chain
technology providers such as OBS Logistics.
More than half the world’s population lives in Asia and the table below
illustrates the significant contrasts between the individual countries the booming Chinese economy; the strong, developed economy of
Singapore and the developing, but very low per capita GDP of Vietnam.
CHINA

SINGAPORE

VIETNAM

GDP

US$7.3 trillion

US$260 billion

US$122 billion

Population

1.3 billion

5 million

87 million

Growth

9%

5%

6%

Source: WTO 2011

ECONOMIC STRATEGY
Given these differences in scale, there are quite different approaches
to management of the economy, from the autonomous, industry
driven economies of South Korea and Japan, to the more government
managed economies of China, Singapore and Taiwan.
An illustration of these differences is the attitude towards investment
in R&D and innovation. Japan invests 3 % of GDP driven by individual
companies, whereas in China it is just over 1 % (Source: World
Bank) and this is largely driven by the government. This presents the
opportunity for proven, credible software solutions to deliver where
local R&D investment is low.
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The markets are of course not static - notable recent changes include
the rapid development of home consumer markets in the developing
economies. China’s consumer retail market grew 17.1 % in 2011
(Source: Chinese Government).

DEVELOPMENTS IN LOGISTICS
To support this growth, transport infrastructures are being developed
in current hubs, such as those around Shanghai and into the north and
west. The spend on logistics in China alone is expected to reach $450
billion in 2015 (Source: AT Kearny).
These changes present an opportunity for the major third party
logistics providers, with increasing consolidation of local providers
and reduced reliance on small independent transport providers.
Across the region there is an increased willingness to outsource both
transport and IT, as organisations recognise the need to focus on core
activities and rely on outside expertise to support their growth plans.
Economies that are largely government managed have shown a
willingness to directly fund supply chain IT projects as these are seen
as a route to increased levels of sophistication and reliability.
The movement of goods in China tends to be weighted towards
full load movements to gain economies, compared to the densely
populated cities and states such as Singapore where the need is for
small vehicle deliveries which provide a very reliable service. This
variation in the geography and scale, along with the pace of change,
places differing demands on IT solution providers and drives the need
for flexibility in products and approach.

EXTENDING YOUR SUPPLY CHAIN WITH THE RIGHT CONNECTIONS

CHANGES IN TECHNOLOGY ADOPTION
In addition to growing and changing demand, is the need to recognise
differences in culture and attitudes to the adoption of new technologies
and how these attitudes are changing.
In general price has been the highest priority in developing countries,
driving the procurement of low cost, often bespoke or in-house developed
IT solutions. More recently, the emphasis is moving more to reliability of
service. Innovation is still less of a priority as the focus is firmly on the
acquisition and adoption of proven systems rather than leading edge.
Historically there has been a strong aversion to taking risks with buying
decisions; however, there also sits a desire to adopt latest but proven
technologies very quickly. One example is the demand in Asia for
smartphones - rates of growth are higher than the USA and Europe, with
China alone accounting for 26 % of the global market. Therefore solutions
need to combine credibility with modern but proven technologies.
During the sales process a significant amount of focus is on the ability
to develop a relationship and build trust, to counter the concerns over
risk. This presents the challenge of location and how to access each
of the countries. Responses to this challenge include taking a more
focused market approach, developing a wide spread, reliable partner
network, or perhaps a mixture of both.

SUPPLY CHAIN SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS
Given the range of challenges, what type of supply chain solutions will
−− deliver the combination of flexibility to meet the demands of the
different and changing markets?
−− have the credibility to be trusted and overcome the aversion to
risk?
−− offer innovation to deliver proven solutions on modern
platforms?
OBS Logistics has been supporting clients in the region for over 10
years from its support centre in Singapore and is expanding its footprint
of customers and installations within the region.
The CALIDUS range of transport and warehouse management systems
is well suited to the demands of the Asian markets providing a strong
enterprise backbone for organisations that need to improve the reliability
of services and to cater for the expansion and consolidation described
previously. The products have been deployed with some of the largest
logistics organisations in the world.
If a company seeks to expand their local network to support the growing
consumer market, CALIDUS will grow with them. Its sophisticated
planning, execution and tracking capabilities will enable more reliable,
perhaps time definite delivery services, with CALIDUS TTM (Track
and Trace Management) providing complete end to end visibility. Real
time signature capture, combined with on line tracking is provided by
CALIDUS ePOD and CALIDUS TTM using a mix of proven market leading
technologies from Oracle, Microsoft, Google (Android) and Apple (iOS).
“Combining the CALIDUS products with OBS Logistics’ market
approach of working with trusted partners or selling directly allows us to
address the many varied and changing demands of the Asian market,”
says Stephen McCartney, OBS Logistics Ltd.

Open Business Solutions Logistics Pte Ltd,
Gateway East,
Singapore

There are many interesting challenges
presented by the need to balance
culture with the drive to develop and
improve within the region. Alex Lim, our
General Manager for the Asia Pacific
region, explores two of the key issues.
MODERN TECHNOLOGIES VS CONSERVATIVE CULTURES
The Asian culture demands that data or sensitive information
be kept as close on premise as possible. After all, information
is the modern currency in which investments are made.
However, with the proliferation of cloud computing, the promise
of low capital expenditure forces companies to re-examine the
rationale of data location.
Increasingly, laws are enacted to protect companies that host
the applications with vendors. We see an opportunity to provide
the CALIDUS systems on a hosted model, especially the
transport management and ePOD products.
LOCAL BASED SYSTEM VS RECOGNISED MARKET PRODUCTS
Companies in the region have invested in in-house development
projects, because they believe that there is no product in the
market that fits their requirements.
However, as markets converge and logistics providers are taking
on more than their traditional roles, the need for best practices
is being emphasised. Companies are recognising that they may
not have the best processes and that there is a need to consider
improvements.
These improvements can be introduced using proven software
products that are deployed widely across industries. Interindustry and Intra-industry offer a fresh perspective on how
processes can be reviewed, renewed and reduced.
We believe that CALIDUS has the rich heritage and depth in a
range of vertical markets including third party logistics, food,
retail, healthcare, drinks, heavy industrial and technology
to support customers as they seek to implement improved
processes.

www.anisagroup.com
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The

The
ChangingFace
Face
Changing
of Supply Chains
of
Supply Chains
FLEXIBILITY MEETS COST REDUCTION
When supply chain management was in its infancy, demand was
generally viewed as reasonably steady and predictable, with the
ability to plan supply chains based on a lowest cost approach.
Supply chain management has gone through considerable change
since that time but none more so than the last few years. The banking
crisis in 2008, and the resulting economic downturn, is driving the
need for more responsive supply chains that are optimised for
flexibility more so than cost.
OBS Logistics has been fortunate to work with a broad range of
clients across the globe and has experience of a range of different
approaches to supply chain management. Our experience of
deploying logistics management software solutions spans over
60 countries and a range of industry sectors which include FMCG,
pharmaceuticals, engineering, electronics, fashion, furnishing,
aerospace and defence, for companies in manufacturing,
engineering, wholesale distribution, retail and third party logistics.
As a result our solutions have evolved to be flexible and configurable
to support very precise operational needs.

ADAPTING TO OFFSHORE SOURCING
We have seen how the search for lower cost supply led to offshore
sourcing, often removing the established onshore production
facilities in favour of outsourced production. In turn this often led
to longer, more complex supply chains taking greater management
- but still the overall cost savings proved significant and by adapting
the supply chain systems to this new approach companies were still
able to deliver the level of customer service being demanded.

CALIDUS features global tracking systems to facilitate the
management of goods/container movements across the world and
enabling capability to promise delivery commitments to customers.
We added portals which allow companies to transact business
with customers and suppliers over the web - this ensures they are
working with the most up to date and accurate information whilst
minimising administration costs – an up to date ‘Single Version of
the Truth’ as we often refer to it.
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Unlike many software companies OBS Logistics took the decision
not to move our development activities to an offshore facility because
we recognised that our ability to respond to system development
requests very rapidly would be compromised. We have strived for
the most cost effective UK based development capability and this
has served us well; addressing the specific needs of our clients in
a timely way continues to be a priority for our customers who are
operating in a changing world. It is interesting to note that many
companies who moved their development offshore have, or are now
moving it back.

TOTAL LOGISTICS SOLUTIONS
Through customer engagement and considerable R&D investment,
we now have the most comprehensive range of supply chain
execution software available in the market covering best of breed
Transport Management, Warehouse Management, Supply Chain
Tracking and Electronic Proof of Delivery together with industry
leading specialist ERP solutions.
Coupled with substantial investment in having our own hosting
facilities (ISO 27001 accredited data centres in the UK) we are
able to deploy our solutions across the world on a fully managed
service basis; so regardless of how our client’s business changes
in terms of size, scale, mode of operation or geographically, we can
quickly adapt to meet their needs, leaving them free to manage their
business.

BALANCING THE COST
In recent years we have identified a number of factors that have
impacted the longstanding approach of optimising your supply
chain based on cost:
−− Costs of manufacture and supply from the Far East are
increasing considerably as labour costs have increased.
−− Supply from the Far East, whilst reasonably predictable, takes
considerable time and is less flexible when it comes to changing
output levels and delivery schedules. This is not an issue when

EXTENDING YOUR SUPPLY CHAIN WITH THE RIGHT CONNECTIONS

demand is stable and predictable but can be challenging with
volatile demand.
−− The global recession has severely impacted customer
buying patterns such that demand is much more volatile and
unpredictable. This requires businesses to have even greater
control of their supply chain in order to be more responsive
to these changes in demand. Many businesses have already
experienced this change from stable, predictable supply
chains to disrupted ones that demand greater flexibility and
responsiveness – a requirement that is set to stay.

STRATEGIC AND OPERATIONAL RESPONSE.
In response to these factors, we are seeing more and more companies
moving production back onshore - close to their customers –giving
greater and timely control of output levels and the ability to adapt
more quickly to changes in the product mix being demanded.
In many industries, companies are determining which product
ranges need to be available off the shelf and the ones customers
are prepared to wait for. We developed CALIDUS TTM supply chain
tracking to help companies manage these varying lead times by
improving visibility across the supply chain. Using CALIDUS TTM,
one of the largest consumer goods manufacturers in the world
reduced stock levels and increased product sales by extending this
level of detailed insight to their product managers.
Sourcing routes are under considerable scrutiny with the question
of ‘what is the best way to fulfill this order’ becoming increasingly
important. Product sourcing matrices within CALIDUS make this
very straightforward.

We see numerous examples of the impact of recent events and
emerging trends and take great interest in how companies have
responded.
At the time of the banking crisis in 2008 a UK distributor of
electronics equipment for the automotive industry which relied on
China based manufacture saw its business shrink by two-thirds in
just two months. Despite reacting immediately to the problem, it was
unable to turn down production in China quickly enough – they had
already produced and shipped what was previously two months’
stock and became six months stock as a result of the downturn.
The company therefore had a warehouse full of stock and needed to
find capital to pay for the supplies already committed whilst coping
with dramatically reduced revenues. I am pleased to say that the
company managed through the issue and again has a successful
and growing business, but now with onshore manufacturing in the
UK.
Where all this leads, is to changing times where it is no longer
possible in many industries to optimise the supply chain with cost
being the primary driver. Responsiveness is increasingly the key to
successful organisations meeting the demands of their customers
and this can mean accepting the higher costs of supply required
to build the necessary flexibility, resilience and capacity into the
company’s supply chain operation.
So, flexibility in your supply chain, and consequently in your supply
chain systems was never more important than it is now. Whilst we
would never claim that we saw the changes coming, our focus is on
providing solutions which are configurable and flexible to cope with
a broad range of industries and modes of operation; and continued
investment in R&D will ensure they continue to meet the needs of the
changing landscape and trends within the supply chain.

Companies are forging even closer relationships with customers,
sharing their sourcing strategies and agreeing how these will best
meet their customers’ needs.
Equally greater co-operation with other organisations for product
supply is a route to increased flexibility and capacity of the supply
chain; we hear our customers now say that it will be ‘Supply Chains’
which compete in the future not ‘Companies’.

www.anisagroup.com
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Customer Stories

SIMCO is a worldwide leader
in static control systems. It is
a member of the ITW group and
has operated in Europe since
1946, with the introduction of
plastics in the textile industry.

Gilbert Gilkes & Gordon Ltd is
an international manufacturer
and a world leader in small
hydropower systems for the
generation of electricity from
water.

Today SIMCO provides a
comprehensive
range
of
products to control static
electricity in many industries
including plastics, packaging,
converting
and
printing.
Products are sold through an
extensive network of agents.

Since the company’s first
hydro turbine installation in
1856, Gilkes has supplied over
6500 turbines for more than 80
countries.

The company and its agents assist companies to solve many
issues associated with static electricity. These can vary from
neutralising static electricity, through to using static electricity
for electrostatic charging to bond materials together to assist
a production process.

For more than 250 years Kelvin Hughes
has supplied advanced navigation
solutions and services worldwide
From instrumentation to digital charts, integrated bridge
display systems to solid state surveillance radars, Kelvin
Hughes’ clients include the world’s navies, merchant shipping,
and pleasure craft operators.
The company’s expertise is also applied to the land domain
where products designed and built by Kelvin Hughes safeguard
borders, coastlines, and critical national infrastructure.
Technology ‘firsts’ include the first commercial radar in 1947,
the first paper chart tracing service in 1971, and recently, the
SharpEye™ SCV: the world’s first small watercraft situational
awareness radar.
Employing over 350 people, the company is divided into 3
core business units and headquartered in Enfield. Kelvin
Hughes operates a worldwide support network employing
over 350 with 12 offices in eight countries that meet customer
requirements 24/7.
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Gilkes also manufactures a range of sophisticated pumps for
the cooling of diesel engines and pumping solutions for the
lubricating of oil or gas and steam turbines.
The group also includes Gilkes Inc, a wholly owned subsidiary
based in Texas which focuses on the repair, remanufacture and
sale of engine cooling pumps. Gilkes Japan covers hydropower
market operations in the Far East and Gilkes Energy Ltd helps
clients develop and finance hydropower projects.

Prolog provides outsourced promotional
and retail logistics to help businesses
service, understand, communicate and
build lasting relationships with their customers.
The company offers a wide range of services such as end
of aisle merchandising, customer communications and mail
order fulfilment for such household names as Nissan, Britvic
Schweppes and Great Little Trading Company.
−− Point of Sale Distribution
−− Storage & Distribution
−− Retail Logistics

−− Reverse Logistics
−− Field Support

With five locations across the UK, Prolog provides nationwide
storage and distribution backed by a network of fully integrated
customer call centres.
Since it was first established in 1981 with just seven staff in
a small warehouse in East Anglia, the company has grown
consistently, at times dramatically, yet not unrecognisably.
Its Customer Call centres and distribution facilities support
global brands, central government departments and the
world’s best-known charity organisations.

EXTENDING YOUR SUPPLY CHAIN WITH THE RIGHT CONNECTIONS

Woodland
Logistics
is
a division of the highly
successful Woodland Group
which operates as a third party
logistics (3PL) provider and has a wide range of services in
the logistics market including road, air and sea transport as
well as specialist warehousing.
Most recently the company has moved into the growing and
very competitive pick and pack market, providing sophisticated
fulfilment services on behalf of its clients which span both the
Business to Consumer and Business to Business sectors.
The group also operates specialist divisions servicing the
publishing industry, and the music, art, television and film
industries

NASH supplies, repairs and improves the
performance of mechanical seals for rotating
equipment OEMs and service companies
across a wide range of process industries.
They have established a diverse group of
customers throughout the UK and Europe.
For over more than 20 years NASH has developed an enviable
reputation for high quality, professional engineering services
in the field of mechanical seals and rotating plant.
NASH’s goal is to provide a cost effective service that helps
their customers maximise critical plant seal performance.
They believe the way to achieve that is by providing
appropriately specified products and repairs together with
honest and informed technical support.

Woodland was founded by Kevin Stevens, in 1988. The
company has grown from a single office in Essex and now
employs more than 500 people. Offering true global reach,
Woodland has offices in the UK, Ireland, USA and Asia, as well
as a comprehensive agency network.

Nash has been a user of In2grate Business Solutions’
JOBSCOPE ERP system for many years. JOBSCOPE features
specialist Maintenance Repair and Overhaul (MRO) functions
that match perfectly with Nash’s style of business.

EuLoS.eu is a fast growing
logistics company in the
automotive finished vehicle
industry. It provides collection
and delivery solutions to
vehicle manufacturers, fleet
operators, retailers and carriers
throughout Europe and beyond.
The company has offices in
Northampton, UK, and Vilnius, Lithuania. Its customers
include General Motors, GEFCO and ANWB (The Royal Dutch
Touring Club).

Logical Freight Solutions (LFS)
is a market leader in customer
focused logistics services for
the life science and research
communities globally.

EuLoS.eu offers a range of services that include vehicle
distribution throughout Europe as well as into Russia for a
number of OEMs; vehicle repatriation from any point in
Europe to the vehicle owner’s home country; planning and
management of storage and handling facilities for several
OEMs; technical intervention such as pre-delivery inspections
and vehicle refurbishment for leasing, rental and fleet
customers.

LFS has a high level of
expertise and a proven track
record handling high value,
time sensitive, hazardous
and temperature controlled
materials.
The products
delivered by LFS, often to
hospitals, are considered a high priority, require special
handling and strict management control.
LFS has offices throughout Australia, New Zealand, USA and
Singapore with a global network of handpicked agents that
enables the company to extend their services worldwide. LFS
have become a trusted partner by major global organisations
providing cold chain, international freight, warehousing,
transport and supply chain consulting.

www.anisagroup.com
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Infor XA Solutions for Manufacturing
Infor XA from Open Business Solutions has the right chemistry
for Electrothermal’s discrete manufacturing
For more than a decade, Bibby Scientific Limited has used Infor XA,
an advanced, scalable enterprise resource planning (ERP) system
supplied by Open Business Solutions (OBS). Bibby Scientific Ltd is
the UK’s largest independent manufacturer of laboratory products
and specialises in a range of science equipment, benchtop
equipment and high quality laboratory products.

standard business software used by all Bibby European sites. As
well as the ERP functionality it provides, Infor XA also includes
a fully integrated accounting solution. The integration eliminates
the need for time-consuming, labour-intensive reconciliation
necessary between our old systems,” says Ian Waldie, Materials
Manager at Electrothermal.

Running on the renowned IBM iSeries platform, this leading ERP
system was specifically designed for use in discrete manufacturing
environments and has now been selected by Bibby Scientific’s
Electrothermal business in Rochford, Essex, to help enhance the
company’s business processes.

“By using Infor XA, we also gain the advantage of working with
Open Business Solutions (OBS), an arrangement Bibby has
benefited from for more than a decade. OBS understands the
business and has the expertise and resources that ensure we gain
the full benefit of the software.

Electrothermal is the newest addition to the Bibby Scientific
portfolio and is a market leader in heating mantle design and
manufacture, having supplied heating, cooling and stirring
equipment for 70 years. Prior to July 2012, Electrothermal relied
on a number of disparate systems that could not give a realtime view of the business. It included an ageing Unix-based MRP
(material requirements planning) system and a separate accounts
package that were time-consuming and cumbersome to use.

We have an excellent working relationship with OBS and are very happy
with how they have used their expertise to customise Infor XA to suit our
business needs. This, and the project management and training support
provided by OBS, has enabled us to get off to a good start.

“Our existing systems needed replacing and with the acquisition
by Bibby Scientific, Infor XA was the natural choice. This is the
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By adopting the Bibby group ERP solution, Electrothermal will
also be able to benefit from Infor solutions such as EDI trading,
Business to Business e-commerce (COM_Net2) and Customer
Relationship Managemenet (CRMi), which are already in the Bibby
application portfolio,” he adds.

EXTENDING YOUR SUPPLY CHAIN WITH THE RIGHT CONNECTIONS

FLEXIBLE AND RELIABLE CLIENT-SERVER SOLUTION
The Infor XA-based ERP solution from OBS is a client-server system
that covers all business functions for Electrothermal, including
purchasing, selling, stock management, materials management,
costing, engineering, planning and financials. It provides a central
database that the various departments can use to share information
easily from a single, accurate source. Information needs only to be
input once and updates are in real time, giving fast and accurate
answers to those using it.
The system is very flexible and secure, allowing the easy addition
and set up of new users as required. This flexibility is very reassuring
as it protects the company’s IT investment and enables it to grow
with the company long into the future. The software uses the latest
technologies such as service-oriented architecture (SOA) and Java
and is developed continually by the authors to meet the evolving
manufacturing scene.

GAINING THE BENEFIT OF INTEGRATION
By using the system, Electrothermal will gain tighter control
of materials. It will provide visibility of stocks and enable the
company to order what it needs, when it needs it. This helps to
manage manufacturing costs better and improve customer service
because the company has a clearer view of order lead times. The
system gives a real-time of view of production from initial order to
completion.
“The integrated finance package offers genuine time savings gained
from replacing manual journals and reports. The system also allows
us to run MRP daily to react more quickly to customer orders. This
runs automatically each morning and it sends out information to
each department so that they know what they have to deal with. It
supports our people much more than the old system and we’ll be
able to more easily interact with other Bibby sites around the world,
which is also advantageous,” says Ian Waldie.

BENEFITS AT A GLANCE

−− Reduces Cost
−− Integrated system that covers all areas of
the business
−− Saves time and labour
−− Tighter control of materials management,
giving an instant view of manufacturing
costs and profits
−− Improves customer service
−− Full visibility of management information
from a single reference point
−− Client-server solution that is scalable and
easily deployed to new users
−− Integrates Electrothermal with all other
Bibby sites using Infor XA
−− Access to Open Business Solutions
expertise and support

“As well as the ERP functionality,
Infor XA also includes a fully
integrated accounting solution”
Ian Waldie, Materials Manager,
Electrothermal.

Open Business Solutions has again been chosen by Infor for their Top
Affiliate in EMEA award. Infor has many affiliates throughout the world, yet
Open Business Solutions earned this premier award by working closely
with customers and Infor to provide solutions that deliver tangible benefits.
“The key to our mutual success in these challenging times is the ability to
understand a customer’s needs and respond with well proven solutions
that are consistent with best practises,” says David Joynes, Management
Director for Open Business Solutions
David Joynes (holding the award), pictured with Infor - Chris Murphy (VP Financial Solutions
Group), Jeff Abbott (VP Global Alliances and Channels) and Peter Stanley (UK&I Sales Director).
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Pantherella breaks with industry convention by
choosing Microsoft Dynamics NAV with TRIMIT
Fashion from In2grate Business Solutions
Pantherella is part of the HJ Sock Group, a family owned hosiery
specialist that was set up in 1882. Pantherella manufactures and
supplies luxury socks to Harrods and Selfridges, among other
premium fashion retailers. The company manufactures high-grade
socks made from Cashmere and silk yarns at its site in Hallaton
Street, Leicester, UK. In 2011, Pantherella manufactured more than
a million pairs of socks and the demand is growing.
The company is one of the few remaining knitting manufacturers left
in the UK and has a dedicated North American subsidiary, Pantherella
Inc., located near New York to manage sales and distribution for the
US market.
The success of its brand and consistent growth led the Pantherella
management team to explore the opportunity for replacing its existing
bespoke UNIX-based computer system as it could not keep up with
the company’s needs. The team recognised that Pantherella needed
a solution that would support its growth well into the future and
would maximise return on investment; whatever software it chose
would eventually need to meet the requirements of all companies
within the HJ Sock Group.

FASHIONING A SOLUTION
The company proceeded on a thorough investigation of the
manufacturing ERP software market, honing down the choice of
systems to two. One of these being the perceived de facto system
used by a large number of UK fashion manufacturing businesses,
the other an integration between Microsoft® Dynamics NAV and
a unique fully integrated vertical add-on called TRIMIT Fashion
supplied by In2grate Business Solutions.
TRIMIT Fashion sits within Microsoft’s powerful enterprise
resource planning (ERP) system giving it advanced functionality
for fashion manufacturing. It does this by streamlining the creation
and management of the bill of material (BOM) when producing
customisable products, such as socks that come in different sizes,
colours, styles and using different materials. It ensures accuracy of
detail and therefore prevents production errors and wastage.
TRIMIT Fashion is new in the UK and has a lot of success with
leading fashion manufacturers in Denmark, Sweden and Germany
where it dominates as the system of choice.
Pantherella settled on the Dynamics NAV with TRIMIT Fashion
solution, recognising that this would be the best solution for the
company and would support its growth over the next 20 years. It
would remove the worry of whether the software would keep up with
technological developments and changes in the industry.
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“In2grate Business Solutions invested a lot of time getting to know
our business and we recognised that Dynamics NAV with TRIMIT
Fashion would be the best fit for our requirements. With Microsoft
investing heavily in its software, we have confidence that we are
getting a solution that feasibly could be the last ERP system we
would ever need to buy, because Microsoft is dedicated to ongoing
development. Also, we became aware that TRIMIT has a very close
relationship with Microsoft being a member of the elite Technology
Adoption Program and you don’t get to join it unless Microsoft
values what you do,” says Richard Gray, Group IT Manager.

PROVEN ERP SYSTEM WITH A STRONG PEDIGREE
Dynamics NAV is a well-proven ERP system used worldwide by
more than 80,000 businesses across 40 countries and is subject
to continual investment and development. With TRIMIT Fashion,
it becomes the perfect solution for today’s fashion manufacturing
companies who are looking for an IT solution with longevity and
flexibility. Other advantages include the seamless integration with
Microsoft Office and its ease of use provided by the role tailored
client, which provides a familiar looking interface for every level of
user, presenting them with precisely the information they need to help
them work efficiently. It also has powerful reporting functionality,
enabling key data to be extracted easily from the system and
presented in useful formats, which was something that was sadly
lacking in the company’s existing system.

PRODUCT CONFIGURATION BOOSTS EFFICIENCY
TRIMIT also includes a powerful product configuration tool and
provides product data management to help designers to create
new products and manage workflow through to sample or finished
products.
“We are expecting TRIMIT’s product configuration to make a huge
difference to how we operate. It fits our approach perfectly whereas
other product configurators we looked at required us to change the
way we do things in a negative way,” says Richard Gray.
The system will bring visibility and clarity to our production process
enabling us to optimise our planning. We currently plan daily but
we hope to extend this to weekly planning - and possibly monthly
planning - for certain production runs. We’ll be able to set up
everything we need to produce, any specification of sock within the
system, this includes yarns, machines, piece rates for the workforce
for that particular sock order, packaging, and factory space. In fact it
is probably easier to say that TRIMIT will take the whole specification
for every sock we produce,” he adds.

EXTENDING YOUR SUPPLY CHAIN WITH THE RIGHT CONNECTIONS

The system will also store template designs. This will allow
Pantherella to customise specific designs for customers and
produce the BOMs on the fly, which will improve efficiency. It will be
an easy matter to introduce the specific requirements, whether the
sock needs branding to a particular customer’s label and packaging,
or if it simply requires a generic price tag and retains the Pantherella
branding.

SPECIAL DEVELOPMENTS CUT WASTAGE AND IMPROVE
PROFITS
Because In2grate Business Solutions has a special relationship with
TRIMIT’s author, it is developing the system further with specific
enhancements for ‘yarn control’ and ‘machine groups’. These
special functions optimise efficiencies throughout the company’s
manufacturing operations, eliminating raw material wastage and
ensuring optimum use of each knitting machine.

−− Fully integrated, dedicated solution for
fashion manufacturing

Yarn control is particularly important as it is in the company’s interest
to minimise wastage and control production costs. By minimising
wastage, the company also optimises its purchasing, enabling it to
gain better control over its yarn inventory and stock costs.

−− Provides visibility and clarity across all
areas of the business, here in the UK and
in the USA

“The system will give us visibility of all the yarn cones we have in the
factory. It will tell us how much yarn has been used for a particular
production run and show us how much excess we have that can be
allocated to other runs. It will also enable us to keep tighter control
of our inventory so that we maintain optimum stock levels.” says
Richard Gray.

−− Optimises every area of production from
planning to despatch and improves
efficiency

The machine group functionality makes it easy to manage all the
knitting machines and their functions to improve workflow and
production planning. For example, some machines will be knitting
the toe of the sock, while others will produce heels and others
will be turning the various components into finished product. As
each process varies in how long it takes to complete, Pantherella
can simply interrogate the system to gain a complete view of the
shopfloor’s manufacturing capacity. Pantherella will also be able
to plan production by machine groups whenever appropriate to
maximise the use of the equipment.

VISIBILITY OF STOCKS

BENEFITS AT A GLANCE

−− Yarn control functionality eliminates
wastage of expensive yarns and
enables tighter control of inventory and
purchasing
−− Machine group functionality optimises
manufacturing capacity and enables
to plan production by groups where
appropriate
−− Integrates with other Microsoft software
used by the company

TRIMIT will also provide Pantherella’s US division in New York with
the ability to visualise its own warehouse stock and stocks held in
the UK, which will help it with managing new orders and improve
customer service too. The system will also allow Pantherella Inc.
to see the UK production plan and have full visibility of what is
being manufactured. “This ability to see work in process in the UK
manufacturing site without having to call the UK for information will
make a big difference to the US business,” reports Richard Gray.

www.anisagroup.com
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Pentland Wholesale and Acme Refrigeration
invest in end-to-end supply chain solution.

Pentland Wholesale and Acme Refrigeration are well-established
UK companies within the catering equipment market. They are part
of the Pentland Group, the £1.3 billion organisation that owns wellknown sportswear brands, including Berghaus, Speedo, Ellesse,
Gio-Gio, Mitre and shoe brands Kickers and Ted Baker Footwear.
Worldwide the Pentland Group employs more than 12,000 people.
To streamline both businesses, improve their profitability and
enhance customer service the companies are investing jointly in a
central supply-chain management system from In2grate Business
Solutions.
Pentland Wholesale provides a full range of market leading
commercial refrigeration and catering equipment to the trade,
including many of the UK’s white goods retailers. Stock held at its
30,000 sq ft warehouse covers more than 700 products lines from
national and international manufacturers.
Acme supplies, delivers, installs and maintains refrigeration, air
conditioning and catering equipment to a variety of sectors including
hospitality and leisure, education, healthcare, retail and the public
sector. It handles everything from a single door refrigerator through
to a full turnkey fit-out project. A large part of its workload is
subcontracting for Pentland Wholesale installs and maintenance.

STREAMLINE AND GAIN MORE VISIBILITY
The management team wants to streamline administration and
gain much greater visibility of all activities across both companies.
The existing computer systems, however, lack functionality for a
wholesale operation, which presents problems. They comprise
two software packages, one for operations and the other for
accounting. This incurs duplication with inter-company requests
between Pentland Wholesale and Acme. For example, it entails
raising purchase orders that are converted into sales orders by
rekeying the information.
With an extensive inventory of equipment and parts in its warehouse,
Pentland Wholesale needed to have a clearer picture of its stocks,
be they equipment or spares. It also wanted to optimise the use of
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its warehouse, making it more ergonomic for the warehouse staff,
which would improve efficiency and productivity.
Pentland Wholesale outsources maintenance and wants to
improve management of subcontractor services and spare parts
– whether these are supplied as warranty free of charge items
or paid for if out of warranty. With this is a need to understand
what equipment it has supplied to which customers and where
it is installed, with extensive service histories and easy access
to reports. This should help engineers solve equipment failure
problems quickly. For example, they could use the system to help
work out why a component needs replacing when it was changed
a few months earlier.
Managers also wanted to have easy access to business information
that would help make both companies more profitable. Therefore,
any new system would have to provide the ability to analyse profit
and loss across customers, sales regions and products

MICROSOFT® ALL THE WAY
The management team researched the market and looked at
various enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems from different
suppliers. It eventually narrowed the choice to two systems:
Microsoft Dynamics® NAV and Microsoft Dynamics® GP. Either
would integrate with both companies’ Microsoft® software and
enhance productivity.
Following a 12-month long selection process, including a detailed
scoping exercise from both potential suppliers, the team selected
In2grate’s Microsoft Dynamics NAV-based system with integrated
electronic proof of delivery and proof of service functionality.
“By choosing Dynamics NAV, we will have a system that will grow
with us and will be supported well into the future. The functionality
that In2grate provides for electronic proof of delivery and proof of
service means we have a full audit trail and we can trigger billing
from the point of delivery rather than having to wait until the drivers
and engineers return to base,” says Chris Allen, Financial Director
across both businesses.

EXTENDING YOUR SUPPLY CHAIN WITH THE RIGHT CONNECTIONS

FULL WAREHOUSE AUTOMATION

PROOF OF SERVICE

The new system will provide full warehouse automation with
wireless barcode scanning for Pentland Wholesale, covering
complete products and spares inventories. The system will facilitate
improvements in all warehouse activities, such as picking and putaway enabling productivity and efficiency improvements. Acme’s 45
service engineers’ vans also act as mobile spares warehouses and
the system will recognise the stock levels on each vehicle. Keeping
a global view of equipment and parts is important, as Pentland
Wholesale is well known for its extensive inventory, allowing it to
service orders quickly, direct from stock.

Electronic proof of service works along similar lines. Jobs are sent
direct to Acme engineers’ mobile device. The system allows them to
scan parts taken from their vans, automatically updating the spares
inventory. It also shows them the history of the items they are servicing
or repairing and quickly analyse problems with the equipment. When
the work is complete, the engineer can photograph the installation
or service work done, capture the customer’s signature for proof of
service and update the main system while he is on site. Again, this
allows same day billing.

CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT
The system will also provide customer relationship management
(CRM). Customer service agents will use it to gain instant access
to customer records showing what they have bought and when,
service histories extending back 10 years and more, and future
service calls. If a customer calls in to request a repair, the agent can
access the customer’s records instantly and respond accordingly.
This will further enhance customer service, an area in which both
companies have a strong reputation for excellence.

CENTRALISED SYSTEM
As a central system that integrates both businesses, there is no
duplication of data. Therefore, if Pentland Wholesale requires Acme
to install or service a piece of equipment, a Purchase Order is raised
and turned instantly into a Sales Order, without any further rekeying.
Likewise, if Acme is fitting-out a kitchen it can raise a Purchase
Order for equipment it wants to buy from Pentland Wholesale and
this registers as a Sales Order on the system.
Coupled with the real-time accounting features of the system, is
the management reporting functionality provided by Dynamics NAV
Dimensions, which provides dimensional analysis of every financial
aspect of the business. It will allow managers to look at profitable
and unprofitable activity down to item level. For example, they will
be able to see those products that are selling well; they could also
look at regional performance, or identify areas that could perform
better with investment. This is a key feature of the system and is a
powerful tool for proactive business management.

INTEGRATED PROOF OF DELIVERY
With integrated electronic proof of delivery using a GPRS-enabled
mobile handheld device, it is very easy to document that items
have been delivered and signed for by the customer or customer’s
representative. The driver can also take a photograph of the delivered
items to prove that they were intact and fit for purpose when he left
them with the customer. There is no waiting for the driver to return to
the office with signed paperwork. By transmitting the details directly
from the customer site, billing can be processed instantly and sent
out the same day as the delivery. This has an immediate benefit for
cashflow.

The mobile devices also allow the customer service team to locate
the delivery drivers and engineers, to keep customers informed of
progress, which again enhances customer service.

WHY CHOOSE IN2GRATE BUSINESS SOLUTIONS
Chris Allen is very clear about why In2grate won this deal.
“The approach the In2grate team took was exemplary. The In2grate
team worked extremely hard and put a lot of resources into the proposal
As well as demonstrating that they could take all our data and put it into
the new system, they could configure it to provide a full history of each
piece of equipment. These histories cover the lifetime of the equipment more than 10 years for some kinds of products,” he says.

BENEFITS AT A GLANCE

−− Centralised supply chain solution that spans
both companies, integrating all financials, sales,
warehousing, despatch, deliver and service
−− Data is entered once only and is instantly visible
−− Customer service improvements through CRM
functionality
−− Electronic proof of delivery with signature
capture and photographic evidence
−− Electronic proof of service with signature
capture and photographic evidence
−− Same day billing for delivery or service, which
improves cashflow
−− Automated warehouse management with
barcode automatic data collection
−− Full traceability and computerised maintenance
histories for each product
−− Full and fast visibility of real-time information
and comprehensive management reporting to
very granular levels identifies profitable and less
profitable activity

www.anisagroup.com
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Fish4Dogs chooses In2grate
Business Solutions for Microsoft
Dynamics NAV
Fish4Dogs specialises in high quality pet food products that are
manufactured from fish. These super premium foods enjoy a
number of significant advantages over more general pet foods in
terms of delivering health benefits to the pets. The demand for its
products is high, resulting in rapid growth over the past six years for
the Worcestershire based company. Consequently, it has quickly
outgrown the capabilities of its existing disparate IT systems and
wishes to support all areas of its business with a comprehensive
ERP and integrated warehouse management system
(WMS) based on the Microsoft Dynamics NAV
package, supplied and installed by In2grate
Business Solutions.

installed technology. We needed a system that would help us
to understand what we have in stock and where it is. We also
need batch control and traceability for food products through the
system. The Microsoft Dynamics NAV based system will automate
this and eliminate the paper records that we currently use. Instead,
we’ll have real-time track and trace using barcodes, which will put
us in full control of our stock and our supplies,” says John Bethell,
Fish4Dogs Financial Controller.

Before settling on the In2grate solution,
Fish4Dogs researched the business
software market and reviewed the
capabilities of five packages from different
vendors. One of these included another
Microsoft vendor.
However, Fish4Dogs selected In2grate because
the company’s software presentation and
proposal demonstrated greater understanding
of how Dynamics NAV could be tailored to fit
the immediate and future needs of the pet
food supplier.
“Our existing software packages do
not provide the full control within the
warehouse we require as a food
company. They were installed
about four years ago and
we’ve grown sevenfold since then. In
terms of stock
management
capabilities,
we
have
completely
outgrown the
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EXTENDING YOUR SUPPLY CHAIN WITH THE RIGHT CONNECTIONS

Describing one of the key
differentiators
between
In2grate and the other
vendors, John Bethell
says: “In2grate stood out
as a supplier because of
the company’s knowledge
of the capabilities of the
software and specialist
warehouse
management
know-how.
The
In2grate
consultants had taken the time
to understand the business
and could show us how the
system would be configured
for our needs. Also, Microsoft
Dynamics NAV is an industry
standard system and as such
is well supported and will grow
with the company. It is readily
configurable, which means we
won’t be faced with bespoke
programming and the usual
associated cost.”
The Fish4Dogs warehouse
measures 35,000 sq ft and
is in two parts – a bulk
store and a pick face and
packaging area. The food

BENEFITS AT A GLANCE

−− Increased warehouse efficiency and
better understanding of stock, with full
traceability
−− Full visibility of real-time information and
comprehensive management reporting

is manufactured in Norway by the parent company, FKRA, and
shipped over to the UK.
The new system will provide full visibility of materials coming into
store and their movements. It will also give full batch control and
enable accurate stock rotation. One of the goals for the system is
to help Fish4Dogs reduce inventory through stock management
improvements. Therefore, the current paper trail of picking and
stock documentation and the associated manual data entry will be
replaced by real-time barcode data capture and communication
using radio frequency (RF) terminals.

−− Wireless picking and the removal of
paper documentation for warehouse
operatives
−− Confidence to reduce warehouse
stocking levels
−− Improved agility in meeting customer’s
order requirements

“With improved visibility we won’t need to hold so much stock
on site. We are anticipating the real-time system will streamline
our procedures and that there will be much less need for manual
intervention, which should reduce the opportunity for errors. The
flow of information through the business will also improve the
quality of our reports for the management team and we should
gain from the easier and quicker access to data for our sales
staff,” says John Bethell.

“The In2grate consultants had
taken the time to understand
the business and could show
us how the system would be
configured for our needs”
John Bethell
Financial Controller, Fish4Dogs

www.anisagroup.com
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AWE selects e-learning system for
JOBSCOPE training
A long-standing In2grate Business Solutions customer, AWE has
been central to the defence of the United Kingdom for more than
50 years. The organisation provides and maintains the warheads
for the UK’s nuclear deterrent, Trident.
AWE manufactures and sustains the warheads, ensuring optimum
safety and performance, but also maintaining a capability to
produce a successor system should the Government require one
in the future.
Having successfully used the Oracle User Productivity Kit (UPK)
for delivering human resource and financial systems training,
AWE decided that this approach would also be beneficial for its
JOBSCOPE ERP software, which is a core component of the
company’s production information management system (PIMS).

ELECTRONIC LEARNING AND ASSESSMENT
UPK is an on-demand or e-learning system that does not need
skilled in-house trainers or third-party professionals to come in
to deliver training:
−− provides multimedia learning experiences through which
users learn about the software and the business processes it
automates.
−− helps to teach them how to use it in a simulated real-world
environment before testing their proficiency and setting them
loose on the software.
−− it is fully automatic and electronic, eliminating the need for
paper documentation
−− overcomes the psychological barriers that traditional training
manuals and materials present to learners.
The system is successful at providing value across the entire lifecycle
of a software project implementation, covering planning, execution
and continual improvement. Therefore, it is applicable to new
installations as well as for software upgrades and system extensions.

DELIVERING TRAINING TO THE POINT OF NEED
Accessible using a web-browser, the Internet-based system can
be deployed and used anywhere by authorised users, so the
traditional ties to classrooms and timetables are broken.
AWE simply provides an induction session to the staff and they
take it from there. In addition, it is not reliant on having a tutor/
trainer present as the system guides the trainee through the
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various learning programmes electronically. The interactive
training and the educational content can include everything from
multiple-choice questionnaires to video demonstrations.
By using it, AWE’s people are better equipped to do their jobs
and can use their business software efficiently and with greater
confidence. When they complete the training, the system validates
their knowledge and skills and whenever required, it could be used
to revalidate their learning at any point in the future.

IN2GRATE BUSINESS SOLUTIONS DEVELOPS ERP
TRAINING MATERIAL
For AWE, In2grate Business Solutions is providing specific content
that aims to improve the company’s ROI, reduce implementation
costs, and distribute the correct level of training to each user.
This will ensure that they are proficient with the software and
it increases the retention of business process knowledge by
each user as well as safeguarding it within the company. This
is important because when people change job roles/functions
or they leave the company, it makes it possible to train their
successors relatively quickly and easily. It also allows people to
have refresher courses if they move on and off jobs – or if they
so wish they could use the system to go right back to basics and
start the training from scratch.
This tailored content creation is possible using a special tool within
UPK and draws on In2grate Business Solutions’ JOBSCOPE skills
and knowledge of how AWE uses its ERP software to support
its manufacturing and business processes. In2grate Business
Solutions is a key partner to AWE in terms of supporting its
manufacturing systems and, therefore, has a full understanding of
AWE’s long-term strategy for its JOBSCOPE software.
The training materials will include electronic business
process documentation, test scripts, training guides, process
demonstrations, practice simulations, assessments, online help
guides and job aids. This will help users to get familiar with
JOBSCOPE tasks such as raising and completing a purchase
order, through to testing their knowledge on what each part of the
system does.
Importantly, the training is tailored specifically to the users’ needs,
allowing them to learn at their own pace and convenience. It is
also a dynamic system, so updates and changes are easy to
make as and when necessary.

EXTENDING YOUR SUPPLY CHAIN WITH THE RIGHT CONNECTIONS

BENEFITS AT A GLANCE

−− Maximises AWE ROI on its JOBSCOPE
ERP software investment
−− Reduces the costs of software
implementation
−− Money saved on training is reinvested
into the business
−− Streamlines training for all ERP users
−− Minimises/eliminates the need for skilled
trainers
−− Flexible and adaptable to the company’s
business requirements and training
needs of individual staff
−− Easily distributes training material
and tests users proficiency levels,
and automatically providing additional
support when necessary
−− Documents training assessments,
providing validation and re-validation as
required
−− Centralises business process knowledge,
allowing easy access while safeguarding
knowledge retention within the system
rather than relying on the users.

www.anisagroup.com
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About The Anisa Group
The Anisa Group of companies consists of leading suppliers
specialising in the delivery of world-class integrated supply chain and
extended enterprise solutions, which can be provided as a managed
service.
With a global customer base and an average of one of our solutions
going live somewhere in the world every week, our success lies in
providing transparency and openness combined with the highest levels
of efficiency throughout our customers business processes.
The Anisa Group responds to customer demands by synchronising their
entire enterprise from development and engineering, manufacturing,
through to warehousing, distribution and transportation operations
including their sales and customer relationship management and all
their financial accounting needs.
By selecting partners at the forefront of exciting innovations and
technologies, we expand our knowledge and fulfil our promise to our
customers. We are continually evaluating further opportunities both for
organic growth from our existing operations and for expansion through
acquisitions and reseller channels.

London:

140 Buckingham Palace Road
London
SW1W 9SA
Tel: +44 (0)20 7881 2600
Fax: +44 (0)20 7881 2501

Liverpool:

Southern Gateway
Speke Boulevard
Liverpool
L24 9HZ
Tel: +44 (0)151 448 0331
Fax: +44 (0)151 448 2989
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ANISA GROUP OF COMPANIES

www.obs-logistics.com

www.in2grate.com

Solihull:

The Oracle Building
Blythe Valley Park
Solihull
West Midlands
B90 8AD
Tel: +44 (0)121 506 9777
Fax: +44 (0)121 506 9778

Singapore:

152 Beach Road
Level 28
Gateway East
Singapore
189721
Tel: +65 6827 9776
Fax: +65 6295 2567

www.openbusinesssolutions.com

www.obs-enterprise.com
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